Absolute Technology Brings Signal and Power Booster to iPhone 5/5S
LINKASE PRØ – The end of Poor Signal Reception
TAIPEI, TAIWAN (Oct. 31, 2013) – Absolute Technology, known for its signal-boosting accessories, today
unveiled the LINKASE PRØ for iPhone 5 & 5S, a signal enhancing case that promises to boost up not only
your Wi-Fi signal, but also your 3G reception by an extra signal bar, therefore extending the iPhone’s battery
life by 20% due to a more efficient use of its power.
“Mobile phones are the gate way to the world for us, and connectivity is the key to make all these possible,”
said Alan Teng, CEO, Absolute Technology. “LINKASE PRØ is designed to ensure mobile users get the most
out of their device; simply slide out the EMW to enjoy a better connection to the world, both 3G and Wi-Fi!”
LINKASE PRØ uses the company’s patented electromagnetic waveguide (EMW) technology to steer radiation
energy emitted by
the iPhone away from the head and body and into open space, improving cellular signal significantly.
Consequently, this dramatically extends the battery life by 20%. In situations where signal is weak, EMW
increases data rate and stability, providing individuals with a better talking and browsing experience.
All this technology is concealed in a sophisticated case, where every detail has been carefully measured and
considered. LINKASE PRØ’s stylish yet subtle approach is loaded with design features to make your case
efficient, easy to use, and most importantly: long lasting. It comes available in 4 colors: Coal Black, Midnight
Blue, Blush Pink, and Frost White.
LINKASE PRØ retails for $39.95 and is now available for purchase through the Absolute Technology website.
For more information on Absolute Technology and its full line of products, please visit
www.absolute.com.tw
About Absolute Technology
Absolute Technology is an award-winning designer and manufacturer of products that provide solutions to
enhance users’ everyday mobile device experience. Headquartered in Taipei, Taiwan, the company comprises
a group of experts in antenna technology, mechanical engineering and design, all committed to the overall
mission of integrating proprietary innovations with intuitive design. Follow Absolute Technology on Facebook,
Twitter or You Tube.
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